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Model Shaft Head Description Unit Price in € 
      
Timpani Mallets      
Artist Series Classical      
PRO-3111 tonkin, silicone grip felt staccatissimo pair 69,75 
PRO-3112 tonkin, silicone grip felt staccato pair 69,75 
PRO-3113 tonkin, silicone grip felt clear all-round pair 69,75 
PRO-3114 tonkin, silicone grip felt all-round pair 71,43 
PRO-3115 tonkin, silicone grip felt light pair 71,43 
PRO-3116 tonkin, silicone grip felt direct sound-projection pair 71,43 
PRO-3117 tonkin, silicone grip felt nice roll pair 73,95 
PRO-3118 tonkin, silicone grip felt nice roll & clarity pair 71,43 
PRO-3119 tonkin, silicone grip felt deep pair 73,95 
PRO-3121 tonkin, silicone grip felt heavy pair 71,43 
PRO-3122 tonkin, silicone grip felt nice colourful roll pair 71,43 
PRO-3123 tonkin, silicone grip felt smooth, voluminous pair 73,95 
      
Artist Series Premium      
PRO-3211 tonkin, silicone grip felt staccato pair 78,15 
PRO-3212 tonkin, silicone grip felt direct pair 78,15 
PRO-3213 tonkin, silicone grip felt nice & elegant pair 80,67 
PRO-3221 tonkin, silicone grip felt big sound pair 78,15 
PRO-3222 tonkin, silicone grip felt velvety volume pair 78,15 
PRO-3223 tonkin, silicone grip felt dark & colourful pair 80,67 
PRO-3231 tonkin, silicone grip felt dark & direct pair 78,15 
PRO-3232 tonkin, silicone grip felt smooth roll pair 80,67 
PRO-3233 tonkin, silicone grip felt powerful, smooth roll pair 80,67 
      
Orchestra Series      
PRO-110 tonkin cork/ felt very hard pair 43,70 
PRO-120 tonkin cork/ felt hard pair 48,74 
PRO-130 tonkin cork/ felt medium hard pair 48,74 
PRO-140 tonkin cork/ felt medium pair 48,74 
PRO-150 tonkin cork/ felt medium soft pair 52,94 
PRO-160 tonkin cork/ felt soft pair 52,94 
      
PRO-W tonkin wood very hard pair 43,70 
PRO-310 tonkin wood/ felt very hard pair 43,70 
PRO-320 tonkin wood/ felt hard pair 48,74 
PRO-340 tonkin wood/ felt medium pair 48,74 
PRO-350 tonkin wood/ felt medium soft pair 52,94 
PRO-360 tonkin wood/ felt soft pair 52,94 
      
Flannel Series      
TF-1 hickory flannel hard pair 32,77 
TF-2 hickory flannel medium hard pair 32,77 
TF-3 hickory flannel medium pair 35,29 
TF-4 hickory flannel medium soft pair 35,29 
TF-5 hickory flannel soft pair 35,29 
      
TF-1 Pro tonkin flannel hard pair 45,38 
TF-2 Pro tonkin flannel medium hard pair 45,38 
TF-3 Pro tonkin flannel medium pair 50,42 
TF-4 Pro tonkin flannel medium soft pair 50,42 
TF-5 Pro tonkin flannel soft pair 50,42 
      
Baroque Series      
T-1 BQ bubinga bubinga hard pair 40,34 
T-2 BQ maple maple hard  pair 33,61 
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Model Shaft Head Description Unit Price in €
     
Bass Drum     
BD-10W laminated bamboo wood/ leather very hard pair 79,83
BD-10 laminated bamboo cork/ felt hard pair 92,44
BD-20 laminated bamboo wood/ felt medium piece 46,22
BD-40 laminated bamboo cork/ felt soft piece 92,44
BD-50 laminated bamboo cork/ felt very soft piece 109,24
     
Symphonic Drum Sticks   
10R rosewood 14 x 380 mm 50 g pair 23,95
10C laminated birch 14 x 380 mm 54 g pair 26,47
     
Tam Tam - sale of remaining stock, only while supplies last   
G-2 maple diecast, boa ⌀ 77 mm piece 20,17
G-3 maple diecast, boa ⌀ 90 mm piece 21,85
G-4 maple diecast, boa ⌀ 102 mm piece 23,53
G-RS maple rubber, boa ⌀ 55 mm pair 28,57
     
Chime Hammers - sale of remaining stock, only while supplies last  
CH-1A maple plastic ⌀ 42 mm piece 20,17
CH-2A maple plastic ⌀ 35 mm pair 27,73
     
Crotales - sale of remaining stock, only while supplies last   
B-3 rattan brass ⌀ 18 mm pair 9,24
     
Xylophone - sale of remaining stock, only while supplies last   
M-03 rattan rubber medium hard, 11 g pair 8,40
     
Marimba-/ Vibraphone - sale of remaining stock, only while supplies last  
M-301 (red) rattan cotton yarn, stitched hard pair 9,24
M-304 (yellow) rattan cotton yarn, stitched soft pair 9,24
M-401 rattan wool, stitched very hard pair 8,40
M-402 rattan wool, stitched hard pair 8,40
M-605 maple wool very soft pair 8,40
M-1001R rattan wool very hard pair 8,40
M-3001 rattan cotton yarn, stitched hard pair 9,24
M-3003 rattan cotton yarn, stitched soft pair 9,24
M-3011 maple, grip tape wool hard pair 8,40
M-3012 maple, grip tape wool medium hard pair 8,40
M-3013 maple, grip tape wool medium soft pair 8,40
M-3014 maple, grip tape wool soft pair 8,40
M-3021 rattan, grip tape wool hard pair 8,40
M-3023 rattan, grip tape wool soft pair 8,40
M-3024 rattan, grip tape wool very soft pair 8,40
M-3031 tonkin rubber ⌀ 50 mm pair 8,40
     
Mokusho - sale of remaining stock, only while supplies last  
WK-1 maple  40 x 60 x 122 mm piece 15,97
WK-2 maple  45 x 60 x 160 mm piece 16,81
WK-3 maple  50 x 60 x 175 mm piece 18,49
WK-4 maple  55 x 60 x 195 mm piece 20,17
WK-5 maple  60 x 60 x 200 mm piece 21,85
     
Miscellaneous - sale of remaining stock, only while supplies last  
OTB-2A metal, wood  triangle beater piece 2,10
OTB-3A metal, wood  triangle beater piece 2,52
WB-HS metal  wood block holder piece 5,88
CST-401 WH metal  wood block holder pair 7,56
CA-SH1 wood  castanet handle pair 9,24
JS-2 plywood metal, round edges jingle stick piece 15,13
JS-4 plywood metal, bent edges jingle stick piece 15,13
 


